Candy-Making kit

Flavor
Grape flavored + Soda flavored
Soft Candy

For parents:
Due to age limitations, please help make this along with small children.
We use only all natural colorings and no preservatives. We only use safety-guaranteed ingredients.

How to Make
1. Wash your hands well!
2. Take the sack the tray came in, and spread it out flat. Place the candy on top of this.
3. Look at the photographs below and shape the candy as shown.
4. When finished, enjoy the delicious sweets!

How to Use the Mold
Use scissors to cut the mold along the dotted lines shown in the picture.
※There are some sharp corners, so be careful!

Mixing
Make new colors!
Knead colors together to make new colors.

Patterns
Decorate with the topping pieces
Just use the stick pieces

Use the Molds
Press pieces of the candy into the molds to shape them.
Press onto the mold to make shapes!
Assembly different molded shapes to make new objects!

Making Shapes
Use the rolling stick to roll out the candy
Pull with your fingers

Try making these!

Try different combinations!
Mix just a little bit to make marbled colors
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